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 by Gemini st.   

India's Restaurant 

"Incredible Lunch Buffet"

Large numbers of Indian families cannot resist this restaurant's allure but

then neither can hungry Yanks and Europeans. Expect to find a very

diverse crowd that simply does not care if the decor is simple in nature.

The friendly staff serves as another reminder that the main goal here is

satisfaction. The tandoori chicken is sublime and the curries will inspire

you to return time and again. If you are nearby during the day, do not miss

the amazing lunch buffet. It offers the perfect opportunity to sample many

of the dishes, which is perfect for uncertain newcomers.

 +1 713 266 0131  www.indiasrestauranthou

ston.com/

 info@indiasrestauranthous

ton.com

 5704 Richmond Avenue,

Houston TX

 by AmnaS   

Himalaya Restaurant 

"A Taste of Pakistan"

The Himalaya Restaurant the food really is exceptional and the prices

reasonable. First of all, for those culturally sensitive, this is a Pakistani

restaurant so the dishes are very similar to Northern Indian cuisine. This

means there are lots of goat and lamb choices, biryanis (rice), and kebabs.

Try the Gola Kebabs (the most amazingly tender grilled beef) with garlic

naan hot out of the oven, washed down with mango lassi, and finish with

the Rabri Walli Kheer-an almond rice pudding. Can't decide what to eat?

Let Chef Kaiser decide. - JoAnn Takasaki

 +1 713 532 2837  www.himalayarestauranthouston.co

m/

 6652 Southwest Freeway & Hillcroft

Avenue, Houston TX

 by Pille-Riin Priske on 

Unsplash   

Ashiana 

"Serving A Sophisticated Crowd"

Ashiana is an upscale restaurant serving a sophisticated crowd with

freshly ground spices. The menu includes a variety of creative fare along

with the ever-popular Daal makhini, leg of lamb, and Kastoori kabob. The

restaurant also carries a fine wine list that is appropriately suited to spicy

foods. Ashiana's menu lists seven types of curry, from mild to hot that can

be made with lamb, chicken or prawns. The elegant restaurant offers

more complex flavors than most other restaurants. A popular favorite is

the Boti Kebob made from tender cubes of leg of lamb marinated in garlic-

ginger paste, yogurt and spices.

 +1 281 679 5555  ashianahouston.site/  ashianass5678@yahoo.co

m

 12610 Briar Forest, Houston

TX
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